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On the Holonomic System of fs and ^-Function
by

By Tamaki YANO*

M. Sato initiated a theory of prehomogenous vector spaces in 1961
and defined a-, b- and c-functions. The general theory of ^-function
has extensively been developed since 1972, and an amount of results have
ever been obtained [8], [3], [6]. Micro-local calculus finds its good
application in the area of the ^-function theory. This report is concerned
with an algorithm to determine (micro-local) ^-functions.
As for the general theory of ^-function, we refer the reader to [1],
[2] and [5]. Concerning an application of micro-local calculus to P.V.
and b-f unctions (i.e. §3), see [4].
§ 1. ft-Fimetions, Prehomogeneous Vector Spaces
The ^-function &(s) associated with a local holomorphic function
is defined to be a polynomial of minimum degree satisfying
(1)

P(s,

where P denotes the differential operator P(s, x, D) =^2s3'Pj(x, D).
The following is a famous example of this type of equality.
(2)

^(^2)s+1-

Define the gamma factor ^(s) =1[[r(s + ai') when b(s) =
then, equation (1) turns out to be
(3)

P(s, *, Z>)— !—/"'= --/'

.

In view of this formula, we can readily see that/ 5 depends meromorphicalReceived October 12, 1976.
* Graduate School (attached to RIMS), Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science,
Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan.
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ly on s and its poles occur only at —Qtj — v, where P runs over the
non-negative integers".
The ^-function of f is related to the local monodromy of/~ 1 (0) 5
and hence to the asymptotic expansion of I(Ji) =• I exp((v — l/AX/X-r) ) •
<j)(x)dx, 0eC0°°.

For example, when f—^x?, the factor (-$+-0-

(2) has a relation with the fact that the local monodromy map of
at 0 is ( — l)n = exp(27Tz(w/2)), and the asymptotic behavior of I(Ji) is
In general, the roots of b(s) = 0 is strictly negative and rational [5].
It should be recalled that ^x*
2)

action of GO(;z) .

is relatively invariant under the

Given more generally, a complex vector space V

of dimension n and a linear algebraic subgroup G of GZ/(V), the couple
(G, V) is called a prehomogeneous vector space (abbreviated as P.V.),
if there exists a proper algebraic subset S of V such that V\S is a single
G-orbit.

Assume S is an irreducible hypersurface defined by f=0.

Then, f is a homogeneous polynomial called a fundamental relative invariant (abbreviated as F.R.I.) of (G, V).

Under certain conditions

on G, there exists a nonzero polynomial b(s) and f* (y) such that
(4)

This b(s) is called the ^-function of (G, V), which will be analyzed
later.

§ 28 The Holonomlc System of f8
We investigate the structure of &(s) through the differential equations satisfied by fs.

Let

JA = 3) {_s\fs/S) H/*+1 = 2) [5] /^ (5) + 5) [*]/
Here, 5)|>] =.0<g)C[>] and /(*) = {P(s) e^[5]|P(s)/s = 0}. It should
be noted that 5 acts on 3& by defining P(s)/st-» sP(s)/s.
equation (1) reads "i(s) =0 in <$W.0(J$f)".
the minimal polynomial of s in <_5K.

Then,

That is, &(s) is nothing but

For a^C, we define j^a^

^(a)={Pe^)|P = Q(a) for Q(s)GE^(s)}.

J^ and !J2a are known to

be holonomic and SS(Jtt) C Wfl ((/^(O)), 55(3?a) C W0, where T^= {fa:,
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and
Moreover,

<

Jla^£)fa
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W0= (Wft (/^(O))) U (f - 0).

for generic

When (G, V) is a P.V. with finite G-orbits and / is its F.R.I., W0
proves to be a union of Lagrangians of following type.

AJ = T*ggJV={(x9 y) e Vx YVeGxy, 3^ V,*}closure
This is called the conormal bundle of the orbit Gxj.
tragrediently on V*, G acts on Vx V*.

Since G acts con-

A Lagrangian A is called a good

Lagrangian if A has a Zariski dense G-orbit and

AdW.

Theorem 1. Let A be a good Lagrangian. Then it follows in
a neighborhood of a generic point of A that
1° W is non- singular and A is definable in W by the equation s(x,y)
= 0, -where s (x, y) = <x, y)/r (r = deg/) and
2° yia is a simple holonomic system and {(Ax, Dx^ — a8%(A)\ A^.Q}
forms an involutory basis of £ (a) .
We use later this theorem and determine ^-function with the aid
of the holonomy diagram.

When a holonomic system J? is given, we

can depict the structure of JH by the holonomy diagram of J2.

This

diagram consists of vertices and segments: the former correspond to the
\y
irreducible components of SS(J?^), and the latter are the ones joining the
vertices which have one codimensional intersection^.
s

examples in the case Jl=2)f

for generic s^C.

Here follows some
The number at the

right-hand side of a vertex denotes the order of the vertex.

Example 1.

f=^xf
i=i
This is the fundamental relative invariant of (GO(7z),D).

A, = (T X {0} ,

A,. = { (x, f ) j S/x, f(x) = 0} ,

The factor of ^-function between Al and Az is determined by Theorem

3.
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Example 2. /=det(jc v ), (xy) being an nXn matrix.
Ak = (conormal bundle of {.r| rank (.r) = n — &} ) .
codim 7r(yf fc ) =k2. This is the relative invariant of a prehomogeneous
vector space (SL (n) X GL (n) , D(8)D).

Example 3. /— x(yz-}-xz)
A2— (The conormal bundle of
A,= {(0, 0, «; f, -q, 0)}.

^n4.n^= {(0, 0, *; f, 0, 0)}

Note that ^4 (the conormal of the origin) is over As. The index
of the intersection \AZ) —( ^ 4 ) is (w; #) = (2; 1).

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Hence, ^==2, c1 = 4.

Fig. 3.

HOLONOMIC SYSTEM OF f* AND ^-FUNCTION
Example 4. f=ihe discriminant of p(u)9
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where p(u) =

AQ = C fl X{0}, Ak (resp. Akih) is the conormal bundle of x when p (u)
has exact k-th multiple (resp. k-ih and A-th multiple) root, codim 71 (A^)
= k — 1, codim (/f^ft) — (k~ 1) + (h — 1). This is one of the examples of
polynomials associated with Coxeter groups. For the detailed discussion
of this type of polynomials and Lie algebra associated with them, we
refer the reader to T.Yano-J.Sekiguchi [7].

*«= • lnV (*+-!+2 n

tt
9_
10

To

Qv)-io(s+i)
Fig. 4.

Example 5. /=//'//% /i = det X, /2 = det X.

-X"=

x2 Xi x5

Y=

9

x-\x Y ]
L'r o |-
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These /i and fz are fundamental relative invariants of (GjL(3) XGZ/(1),
t- D(X)D).
).

The

action of g = (gl9 g2) is

The codimension of it (A) is encircled.

g(X9 Y) = (giXcgl9

The triplet of integers

under the right-hand side denotes (rank X, rank X, rank Y").

for an operator

Py(s).

-2S-4,

-3S,-2S2-3
(0,0,0)
-3Sr4S2-|

(2, 1, 1)

(2,0,1)

Fig. 5.
Example 6. /=^+y p ' + 2p8-*:y* 3<A<A<A>3.
-(The

conormal bundle of /=0),

J 2 =-{0}XC 3 .

yifl = C3 X {0} , A1

In this example,

^)/s

has multiplicity 4 on A2, and the order consists of four numbers. (See § 4) .

§ 3» Micro-Local 6-FunctIons

\x
Let A be a good Lagrangian of SSffls).

Then, there follows

Theorem 2. There is an invertible operator PA^.£ in a neighborhood of the generic point of A 'which defines the unique monic poly-
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nomial bA(s), by the equation
(5)
fus = bA(s}PAus,
'where us is the generator of Jls. This bA(s~) is called the micro-local
b- function on A.
There are two remarks which deserve mentioning.
1° Since f* (D}fus = b(s}us holds thanks to (4) and/*(D) is invertible
on {0} XCn, b(s) =bA(s) for A= {0} X Cn, when / is an F.R.I. of certain
class of P.V.
2° It is crucial that A is simple and PA^.Q is invertible. For instance,
when f—x(y* + xz), A={Q}xCn (cf. Example 3), one can take
,-1 =2-43-zyZ>,-' (A

and b* (s*) = (5+1)

* + — ) (5 + — ) (s+—}

(s+ — •

In

this

case

'

Let Ji and J2 be good Lagrangians, satisfying dim(^i1
with their holonomy diagram as depicted in Fig. 7. Then,

6w-

©- fl
Fig. 7.

Theorem 3.

Fig. 8.

Suppose Aly Az and A1(~]A2 are nonsingular and

T p (^n4>)=T p (4

The key to the proof of this theorem lies in the following two
lemmata.
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Lemma 1. For any a, there is no module J2 satisfying the condi\/
^
tions a) SS(J?) = Aly and V) J? is a submodule of Sua and a quotient
module of Sua+1.
V

This can be easily verified if based on the structure theorem of
holonomic system.

By use of this lemma, we can prove

N/-

Lemma 2. Let a be such that there is a quotient of Sua of
-which singular support is Al9 but there is no such quotient of Sua+i.
Then, (s-a)\(bAi/bA^.
Once they are established, we have only to seek for a's which
satisfy the condition of lemma 2.

Using the structure theorem again we

eventually reach the formula,

Note that the degrees of both sides coinside.

Hence this is an equality8

As an example, we determine ^-function of Example 2.

Since f(x)

is invertible at a generic point of Al9 bAo = I by fus = ~L-f-us.

bAk/bAk_^

= 5 + ft l3=(kz-(k-iy + V/2 = k. Therefore, bAn = f[(s + ^.
v=l

Even when A2 is singular, there is a similar theorem, which holds
on the basis of the canonical form of the simple holonomic system near
Lemmata 1 and 2 are also valid in that case, and we can prove

Theorem 4. Assume AI is non- singular. Then, 'with a pair of
mutually prime natural numbers (m\ n) associated to A^A^ it follows

-where c= (ml — m^)/(n-\-T)

and c1 = --

Theorem 3 can be considered as a special case m = l, n = Q.
As an application, we explain Example 3.
tion of A2 and At has the index (m\ n) = (2; 1).

In this case the intersecThus c = 2, ^ = 4.

HOLONOMIC SYSTEM OF/ S AND ^-FUNCTION
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Therefore, bAt = l (5+ + ). (Cf. Remark 2° after Theorem 2.)
v=i
^
Z
There follows also a theorem when the holonomy diagram of three
good Lagrangians are as depicted in Fig. 8, where AI and A2 impliy to
intersect transversally and As does contact to Al f] A2.

We omit the details

of this case.
Even when (G, V) has several fundamental invariants, almost the
same procedure can be applied in such cases, ^-function is defined by
P, (s, or, Z>)/1+1> = *,(*)/',
where s= (s1? • • • , sz) and v= (vl9 •-, vz) ^N0l.

Example 5 is one of such

cases.

§ 4» The Case of Isolated Singularity
When /has an isolated singularity at OeC71, the holonomy diagram of
3?s(seC) consists of only three Lagrangians.

But the multiplicity of

T$}X is greater than one in general (cf. Examples 1 and 6) . In this case,
we use the module M = (5 + l)JK =$[_*] /$(s) +3)\_s\ (d + 0/)

where

-. Then 55(J/) =T$}X, and hence M is a finite direct sum
of £Bpt = 3)d(x} .

Therefore, if we write b (5) for the minimal poly-

nomial of 5 in Jtom® (jtt , *$pt) , we readily have &(s) = (s + l)£(s) .

We

determine 2(s) by constructing eigenfunctions of 5.
It the case 'when f is a quasi-homogeneous, the action of 5 is semisimple and furthermore, we can easily determine &(s). For instance,
when /= I>/,

J^^/2^ = Spt.

In view of equations

s-fs=XQfs

with XQ = ^lxiDi/2, and XQd= — (n/2)d, d(x) is an eigenf unction of 5
in cJfa*(jM,

Spt}=CS(x)

belonging to the eigenvalue —n/2. Thus b(s)

= (s+-2-) and we again arrive at b(s) = (s + I) {s + ^-}.
\
A)
\
£I
On the other hand, when f is non-quasi-homogeneous, s may not be
semi-simple.
double root.
-At(x,D)

Indeed, in Example 6, —1 proves to be a non-semi-simple
In this example, § (s) is generated by fiDs —fjDiy

XiS

2

and s + A(.r,£>)s + 5(.r,D) where A, and A are of first

order and B is of second order operator.

Thus, JM is generated by the
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residue classes of 1 and s, and has a presentation

Therefore, «*#v*g(c_2K, £Bpt) is a subspace of Q\t, and the action of s can

,

,

. /

r
be realized
as a matrix

_

1\

_.

_

Then, g i =

/O

\

,

and e

form a root subspace belonging to the eigenvalue — 1.

*=
Other eigen-

values are — (1 + — ) l^v<^f — 1, and hence

^7 /red
5

Here, we use the notation that if <z(s) =H( + ^*)eS
then (fl(5)) red = n(^ + «0It is known that exp(2;rzY) is equivalent to the local monodromy map
of /-1(0)

at

0 when / is of isolated singularity [6].

When { — (Xj}

is the set of characteristic roots of 5 in

^(^^(Jtt,

£BPt) (counted repeatedly according to the multiplicity), we sometimes
use the notation that

=2*"'.
For instance, in Example 6,
.x ^n

1

When jf is of isolated singularity and weighted homogeneous with
weights (#1, •••,a n ), the following explicit formula holds.

Example 7. /=^ 1 +y n2
Case 1. ^-<w,<^-2 (z = l,2), or m—
^

= l, 2).

Then, 5 is semi-simple and

where a = I/nly ff = ~L/n2, and a=n1 — ml — 1, & — n2 — mz — 1.
mi

m2

c;r ;y

In this case,

in / can be considered as a term of higher order deformation with

HOLONOMIC SYSTEM OF fs AND ^-FUNCTION
respect to xnijrynz.
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Therefore, the local monodromy of f~l(0)

at 0 is

1

the same as that of x^+y" *. ^-function, however, varies as indicated
above.
Case 2. 2<«,<^ (£ = 1,2), or mt = ^-=-, 2<m/<^f (i,j = l,2).
Z

Z

o

7"

Then, if d^g.c.d. (ml9 m 2 )>2, eigenvalues —— (l<r<a —1) are non-

d

semi-simple double roots.

+

•

?

where
/

an alz

722 —

#21 &22 !

The characteristic polynomial ^(r) of local monodromy of /""^(O)
at 0 is given by, when g.cA.(n1 — m1,m2)=g.c.d.(m1,nz — m2}=~L,
ni

2

(r -l) (r" -l)
(^^^
In this way, we can determine all b-iunctions of isolated singularity
with modality less than 3, [1] [2].

Notes
( 1 ) More exactly, the order of pole can be improved by the use of reduced ^-function,
£(s). Let by(s) be a polynomial of minimum degree among b f ( s ) satisfying
Then, &„($) has the following structure for
Here, b(s} and c(s) are polynomials. By the aid of £(s) which is called the
reduced 6-function, we define the gamma factor, f(s) =11^(5 +#./), when 6(s)
=

YL(s+a^).

Then,

fs depends holomorphically on 5.

(2)

GO(n)=-{A^GL(n)\tAA=c'Int

(3)

This isomorphism holds if and only if b (a— ri)^®, n^N.

(4)
(5)

c^Q}

When JC has the structure of direct sum near the intersection, we do not write
a segment.
[Xs)] fc =/»(s)/>(s+l)"-/>(s+£--l)

for a rational function /> (5).
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